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With Christmas right around the corner, our

campers are no doubt thinking about the

presents that are going to be under the tree.

Well at camp we received a wonderful gift this

past summer. The Municipality of Cleveland’s

counselor Gerald Badger offered to come and

cook a mechoui for us. With Cleveland’s

Director General Claudette Lapointe also in

attendance, it truly was a treat to see all our

campers, staff and many friends of CAB enjoy

such a delicious meal and great fellowship.

With CAB being over seventy years old, the

upkeep and improvement of our infrastructure

is something that we take pride in. This year

we built a new 18 x 30 ft. gazebo. With trees

from our own forest along with the help of

some truly great and skilled friends of CAB, our

campers and rental groups can now enjoy this

multi- purpose structure for years to come.

Whether it’s an outdoor meeting, a game of

floor hockey or just a desire to stay out of the

sun or rain, at CAB we’ve got you covered!

At the end of each session it’s always hard to

say good bye to our campers. Even more

difficult is when you have to say goodbye to

great staff. Over the years Alexandra and

Jeffrey Hamel have surely left their mark at

camp and now as they move on to pursue their

careers, we wish them nothing less than God’s

best. Needless to say we are always looking

for great staff like them, so why not consider

joining our team, you won’t regret it!

As we continue to see growth the needs of

CAB continue to grow. We dream of the day

when we will have a new dining hall. With

cabins filled to capacity at times, it’s clear that

two more would greatly increase the camps

outreach potential. Camper sponsorship

donations continue to allow some children to

attend that would not have been able to. If you

can help us with any of these items it would be

greatly appreciated. All donations are tax

deductible and receipts will be issued.
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